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Abstract 

In this note, under suitable conditions, it can be seen that the 
homotopy group ( )∗π ,limXk  is isomorphic to the integral homology 

group ( )Z;limXkH  of the inverse limit of a k-connected inverse 

system ( ) ( )( )Λ∗=∗ λ′λλ ,,,, pXX  of pointed topological spaces λX  

and pointed preserving continuous maps ,: λλ′λ′λ → XXp  λ′≤λ  

over a directed set Λ. 

1. Introduction 

In algebraic topology, it appears very often that a certain cohomology 

expression can be described as a derived functor ( ),lim −n  0≥n  defined by 
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Roos [13] and Növeling [12] independently and simultaneously. The first 
derived limit is an important algebraic tool in the computation of phantom 
maps in rational homotopy theory. McGibbon [10] wrote a nice paper on          
the derived limits and phantom maps. McGibbon and Steiner [11] introduced 
some questions about the first derived limits of the inverse limits and 
phantom maps. Using the Növeling-Roos cohomology (derived limit in          
this paper), Watanabe [14] gave an elementary and concrete proof of the 
properties of derived functors on two categories. We can also find some 
results on the set of phantom maps in the sense of the extension product of 
inverse systems [2] and the same n-type structures of CW-spaces (see [3] and 
[4]). 

In 1985, Lisica and Mardešić [5] defined the strong homology groups 
which are the generalizations of the Steenrod homology groups. Mardešić 
proved that the strong homology group does not have compact supports         
and that there exists a paracompact space whose nth derived limit is not 
trivial (see [6] and [7]). Mardešić and Prasolov [8] constructed a structure 
theorem which shows a lot of information about the derived limits and  
strong homology groups of some inverse systems. Actually, strong homology 
theory deeply involved in the derived limits of various inverse systems. 

Let ( )Λ= λ′λλ ,, pXX  be an inverse system of pointed topological 

spaces λX  and pointed preserving continuous maps ,: λλ′λ′λ → XXp  

λ′≤λ  over a directed set Λ and let Z  be the set of all integers. In this 
paper, we show that if ( ) ( )( )Λ∗=∗ λ′λλ ,,,, pXX  is a k-connected inverse 

system of pointed topological spaces and pointed preserving weak fibrations, 
inducing epimorphic chain maps, over the directed set, then the homotopy 
group ( )∗π ,limXk  of the inverse limit is isomorphic to the integral homology 

group ( ).;lim ZXkH  

2. Preliminaries 

Let ( )∗,X  be a pointed n-connected space, i.e., ( ) 0, =∗π Xk  for 

.0 nk ≤≤  We note that if ,1≥n  then ( ) ,0; =ZXHk  for ,1 nk ≤≤  
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( ) ( )Z;,: 111 XHXh nnn +++ →∗π  is an isomorphism and 2+nh  is an 

epimorphism. 

Let ∗HTop  be the homotopy category of pointed topological spaces and 

let ∗HToppro-  be the pro-homotopy category of pointed inverse systems. 

Definition 2.1. An object ( ) ∗∈∗ HToppro-,X  is n-connected if 

( ) 0, =∗π Xk  for .0 nk ≤≤  

Let ( )Λ= λ′λλ ,, aAA  be an inverse system of abelian groups λA  and 

group homomorphisms ,: λλ′λ′λ → AAa  λ′≤λ  over the directed set Λ.  

Let ,nΛ  0≥n  be the set of all increasing sequences ( ),...,,, 10 nλλλ=λ  

,10 nλ≤≤λ≤λ  .Λ∈λi  The sequence ( ,,...,,, 1110 +− λλλλ=λ jjj  

) 1..., −Λ∈λ n
n  is obtained from λ  by deleting the jth factor .0, njj ≤≤λ  

We define n-cochain groups ( )AnC  of A  by 

( ) ∏
Λ∈λ

λ ≥=
n

nACn ,0,A  

where .0λλ = AA  

Let ( ) λλ → ACpr n A:  be a projection. If x is an element of ( ),AnC  

then we denote the element λx  of λA  by 

( ).xprx λλ =  

The coboundary operators ( ) ( ),: 1 AA nnn CC →δ −  1≥n  are defined 
by 

( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

λλλλλ −+=δ
n

j

jn
j

xxax
1

,1
010  

where ( ).1 A−∈ nCx  For ,0=n  we put ( ).0:0 00 AC→=δ  Then we have 

a cochain complex 
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( ( ) ) ( ) ( )AAA 10 10
0:, CCC ⎯⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ →⎯δ δδ∗  

( ) ( ) .1 →⎯⎯ →⎯→→ δ− AA nn CC
n

 

The nth derived limit [12] Anlim  of A  is defined by 

( ) ( ).imkerlim 1 nnn δδ= +A  

There is another notion about the first derived limit of inverse systems. 

Let { } ( )N,, 1+= n
nnn gGG  be an inverse tower of (possibly non-abelian) 

groups nG  and homomorphisms nn
n
n GGg →+
+

1
1 :  indexed by the set of 

all nonnegative integers .N  We consider a left action of ∏ nG  on ∏ nG  

by the formula 

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ).,,,,,,,, 1
1

1
11

−
+

+
++ = n

n
nnnnnnn sgtsttss  

We define the first derived functor, { },lim1
nG  of an inverse tower as         

the set of orbits of ∏ nG  under this action in the sense of Bousfield-Kan           

[1, p. 251]. We can also define the inverse limit, { },lim nG  of the inverse 

tower { }nG  by using this action: 

{ } .lim
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ ∗=∗|∈= ∏ gGgG nn  

Moreover, the set { } ∏= ~/lim1
nn GG  can be viewed as the quotient set of 

the direct products ∏ nG  by an equivalence relation ~ defined as follows: 

For ( ) ( ) ∏∈== ,,,,,, nnn Gyyxx  one has yx ~  if and only 

if there exists an element ( ) ∏∈= nn Gss ,,  such that .xsy =  

Let ( )Λ= λ′λλ ,, dDD  and ( )Γ= λ′λγ ,, eEE  be inverse systems in any 

category .E  We say that { } ED: →Γ∈γϕ= γ :, ss  is a rigid system map 

from D  to E  if Λ→Γϕ :  is an increasing function, ( ) ,: γγϕγ → EDs  
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Γ∈γ  is a morphism in the category E  and for any γ′≤γ  in Γ, the 

following diagram: 

 

is commutative. We can make a category inv-E  of inverse systems in E  and 
rigid system maps. The rigid system map is called a level system map 
provided Λ=Γ  and ϕ is an identity map on Λ. It is easy to see that the 

category ΛE  of the inverse systems and the level system maps is not full 
subcategory but subcategory of inv- .E  

3. Hurewicz Homomorphisms 

For a given pointed inverse system ( ) ( )( )Λ∗=∗ λ′λλ ,,,, pXX  of 

pointed topological spaces λX  and pointed preserving continuous maps 

,: λλ′λ′λ → XXp  λ′≤λ  over a directed set Λ, we obtain the following 

inverse systems: 

(1) ( ) ( )( )Λ∗π=∗π λ′λλ ,,,, pXkk X  and 

(2) ( ) ( )( )Λ= λ′λλ ,,;, pXHH kk ZZX  

in homotopy and homology, respectively, induced by the inverse system 
( )., ∗X  

The Hurewicz homomorphism ( ) ( ),;,: Zλλλ →∗π XHXh kk  Λ∈λ  

induces a morphism (level system map) ( ) ( )Z;,: XX kk Hh →∗π  in the 

category ΛGr  of inverse systems of groups and level system maps over Λ. 
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Definition 3.1. A level system map ( ) ( )Z;,: XX kk Hh →∗π  in ΛGr  

is called the Hurewicz level system map of ( )., ∗X  

Proposition 3.2 (Hurewicz isomorphism theorem). Let ( )∗,X  be a 

pointed k-connected inverse system. If ,1≥k  then we have the following 
facts: 

(1) ( ) ,0, =ZXnH  kn ≤≤1  and 

(2) ( ) ( )Z;,: 11 XX ++ →∗π kk Hh  is an isomorphism of inverse systems 

induced by ( )., ∗X  

Proof. See Theorem 2, Section 4.1 of the second chapter in [9].  

A pointed preserving map ( ) ( )∗→∗ ,,: YXf  is called a pointed 

preserving weak fibration provided f has the homotopy lifting property with 
respect to the collection of cubes { } .0≥nnI  

Lemma 3.3. Let ( ) ( )( )Λ∗=∗ λ′λλ ,,,, pXX  be an inverse system of 

pointed topological spaces and pointed preserving weak fibrations. Then the 
sequence 

( ) ( ) ( ) 0,lim,lim,lim0 1
1 →∗π→∗π→∗π→ + XXX kkk  

is exact for any .0≥k  

Proof. See Theorem 2, Section 4.1 of the second chapter in [9].  

Lemma 3.4. Let ( )Λ= λ′λλ ,, pXX  be an inverse system of topological 

spaces and continuous maps inducing epimorphic chain maps :λ′λp  

( ) ( ),;; ZZ λλ′ → XCXC  .λ′≤λ  Then the sequence 

( ) ( ) ( ) 0;lim;lim;lim0 1
1 →→→→ + ZZZ XXX kkk HHH  

is also exact. 

Proof. See Theorem 2 of [9].  
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Theorem 3.5. Let ( ) ( )( )Λ∗=∗ λ′λλ ,,,, pXX  be a k-connected inverse 

system of pointed topological spaces. If the bonding morphisms are           
weak fibrations inducing epimorphic chain maps ( ) →λ′λ′λ Z;: XCp  

( ),; ZλXC  ,λ′≤λ  then 

( ) ( ).;lim~,lim ZXX kk H=∗π  

Proof. Considering an exact sequence of derived limits of homotopy 
groups and the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem, by Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 
3.4, we obtain the following commutative diagram: 

 

Since the inverse system ( )∗,X  is k-connected, by Proposition 3.2, we 

have 

( ) ( )Z;~, 11 XX ++ =∗π kk H  

and 

( ) 0; =ZXnH  

for .1 kn ≤≤  Therefore, we obtain 

( ) ( ) ( )( )trivialis,,lim~,lim 1
1 ∗π∗π=∗π + XXX kkk  

( )Z;lim~
1

1 X+= kH  (Hurewicz isomorphism theorem) 

( )Z;lim~ XkH=  

which shows the proof.  

An inverse system ( )Λ= λ′λλ ,, aAA  has the Mittag-Leffler property if 

every Λ∈λ  admits a ,Λ∈λ′  λ≥λ′  such that 
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( ) ( )λ ′′λ ′′λλ′λ′λ = AaAa  

for any .λ′≥λ ′′  

Proposition 3.6. If the inverse system ( )Λ= λλλ ,, aAA  has the Mittag-

Leffler property, then 

.0lim1 =A  

Proof. See Theorem 10, Section 6.2 of the second chapter in [9].  

Corollary 3.7. Let ( ) ( )( )Λ∗=∗ λ′λλ ,,,, pXX  be a k-connected inverse 

system of pointed topological spaces. If the bonding morphisms are          
weak fibrations inducing epimorphic chain maps ( ) →λ′λ′λ Z;: XCp  

( ),; ZλXC  λ′≤λ  and if ( )∗π + ,1 Xk  has the Mittag-Leffler property, then 

( ) .0;lim =ZXkH  

Proof. By Lemma 3.3, Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.6, we have 

( ) ( )∗π= ,lim~;lim XX kkH Z  

( )∗π= + ,lim~
1

1 Xk  

0=  

as required.  

Let HPol and ∗HPol  be homotopy category and pointed homotopy 

category of polyhedra, respectively. Also, let X→Xp :  be an HPol-

expansion [9]. The Čech homology group ( )AXHk ;ˇ  of X with coefficients 

in an abelian group A is defined by 

( ) ( )[ ],;lim; AHAXH kk X=ˇ  

where [ ]  means the equivalence class of inverse systems. 
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Let ( ) ( )∗→∗ ,,: XXp  be an ∗HPol -expansion. The kth shape group 

( )∗π ,Xǩ  is defined by 

( ) ( )[ ].,lim, ∗π=∗π Xkk Xˇ  

Corollary 3.8. Let ( ) ( )( )Λ∗=∗ λ′λλ ,,,, pXX  be a k-connected inverse 

system of pointed topological spaces and ( ) ( )∗→∗ ,,: XXp  be an ∗HPol -

expansion of ( )., ∗X  Then 

( ) ( ).;~, 11 ZXHX kk ++ =∗π ˇˇ  

Proof. By the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem, we have 

( ) ( )[ ]∗π=∗π ++ ,lim~, 11 Xkk Xˇ  

( )[ ]Z;lim~
1 X+= kH  

( )Z;~
1 XHk += ˇ  

as required.  
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